Knowing which files are going to be problematic
can save time and money.

TOP BENEFITS OF DATA
DISCOVERY
✓ Establish the business case for
migrating to MS Office 2010,
2013 or 365
✓ Create a detailed MS Office
migration plan
✓ Accurately budget and
schedule your MS Office
migration

DATA DISCOVERY FOR MICROSOFT OFFICE
Camwood’s Data Discovery service for Microsoft Office provides an
accurate view of the complexity and longevity of moving to Office
2010, 2013 or 365. You’ll understand which files need to be
remediated, how long it will take and how much it will cost, plus you’ll
get a full business justification for the project and a migration plan
ready to put into action.
Using Office migration tools from our partner Converter Technology,
our consultants will analyse your Microsoft Office environment and
provide a report detailing every file that will need remediation for the
migration to be completed successfully. These are typically data files
that are password- protected, contain VBA code or links and charts, or
that have been previously migrated from earlier versions of Office.

HOW IT WORKS

ANALYSIS

REPORT CREATION

FINDINGS WORKSHOP

We’ll give you a detailed report
on every Office file in the
environment, covering: – Files
that are password-protected –
Files that contain VBA code
(VBA code does not run or
function in Office 365) – Files
that contain links or charts – The
age of each file –
Recommended remediation
work in each case

We’ll hold a one-day ‘findings’
workshop with you to analyse
the results, determine the cost
and time implications of the
remediation work required, and
create a business justification
and plan for the migration.

We’ll hold a one-day ‘findings’
workshop with you to analyse
the results, determine the cost
and time implications of
the remediation work required,
and create a business
justification and plan for the
migration.

Contact us
0207 977 0999
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